April 2019
Sailboat
(Free on line pattern by Janet Wickell)

Cutting Instructions:
Water – We’ll provide you with the water fabric, trim to 3-1/2" x 12-1/2"
Boat Body – Cut one 3-1/2" x 6-1/2" rectangle and one 3-7/8" square
Boat Sails – Cut two 3-7/8" squares
Sky – Cut two 3-1/2" x 6-1/2" rectangles and three 3-7/8" squares
Note 1: The 3-7/8” squares will be used to make half square triangle units (HSTs). If you
choose, you may want to cut your squares bigger (say 4-1/8”) and then trim afterwards.
Note 2: We invite you to get creative with your colors, especially for the sailboat and sails.
Sewing Instructions:
Make Triangle Square Units for the Sailboat: Place a sky square atop a boat sail square,
right sides together. Draw a diagonal line across the sky square. Sew a scant quarter inch
along each side of the drawn line. Cut the square apart on the drawn line (figure 1). Press
open, remove dog ears and trim if needed. You now should have two identical HST units, each
measuring 3-1/2” square.
Repeat this process with another sky square and boat sail square. Repeat this process again,
placing a sky square atop a boat body square. This will give you a total of four HST units for the
boat sails and 2 HST units for the boat body (figure 2).
Assemble the Block: Lay out your fabric as shown in figure 3. Sew the four boat sail units
together (figure 4) then add the longer sky units. Press towards the longer sky rectangle.
Sew the two boat body units to the boat rectangle. Press towards the center rectangle. Sew the
boat body to the boat sail, then sew the water to the boat body. Your block should measure 121/2” square.
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